
ORDINARY PRUSSIANS

This book gives voice, in unprecedented depth and immediacy, to
ordinary villagers and landlords ( Junkers) in the Prussian–German
countryside, from the late middle ages to the nineteenth century.
In their own words, preserved in the rich archives of the
Brandenburg lordship of Stavenow, the trials and fortunes of
everyday life come into view–in the family, the workplace, in many
humble men’s and women’s private lives, in courtroom and jail-
house, and under the gaze of the rising Prussian monarchy’s
officials and army officers. What emerges is a many-dimensioned,
long-term study of a rural society, inviting comparisons on a
world-historical level.

Amid current debates between skeptics and optimists, the book
puts to a new test the possibilities of empirical historical knowl-
edge at the microhistorical or ‘grass-roots’ level. But it also recon-
ceptualizes, on the scale of Prussian–German and European his-
tory, the rise of agrarian capitalism, questioning views widespread
in the economic history literature on the common people’s living
standards. It presents massive new documentation on women’s
condition, rights, and social roles. It challenges deep-rooted views
on the triangular relationship between state, landed nobility, and
village farmers in the history of Prussia, on which current under-
standings of authoritarianism in modern German history still
depend.

WILLIAM W. HAGEN is Professor of History, University of
California, Davis. His previous publications include Germans, Poles,
and Jews: The Nationality Conflict in the Prussian East, –
(Chicago, ).
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xii

Currencies, weights, and measures employed in the text

CURRENCIES

. The Reichstaler (Rt.) �  groschen ( groschen �  pfennigs):
early modern German silver-based money of account.

. The Rhenish gulden (fl.) �  groschen: another early modern
German money of account. In the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, the Brandenburg gulden �  groschen at  pfennigs
�  Lübeck schillings.

. The Brandenburg “current taler’’ (Courant Taler): real coinage
minted from one “Imperial Mark’’ Of silver ( grams) according
to these proportions: pre-:  talers per Mark; –: .
talers; –:  talers; – and beyond:  talers. To
 the Imperial German Reichstaler numbered . talers to the
silver Mark and after   talers. From this money of account
the coinages of the various German states more or less diverged,
as the just-cited silver equivalencies of the Brandenburg taler show.
The Brandenburg currency was temporarily devalued during the
Seven Years War ( talers Saxon � . current talers � :). In
 Prussia revised its coinage, retaining the Brandenburg taler in
the silver value established in  and reconfirmed in  (where-
by  talers were struck from a -gram Mark of silver). But now
the taler counted  “silver groschen’’ (Silbergroschen) rather than
the previous .

AREAL MEASURES

. The Brandenburg (kurmärkischer) Morgen ( square German rods
[Ruten] � . hectares � . Anglo-American acres): the standard
areal measure until displaced in the late eighteenth century by the
Magdeburg Morgen ( square rods or . hectares � . acres).
One hectare � . acres.
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Currencies, weights, and measures xiii

. The Brandenburg hide of land (Hufe) �  “large’’ (Brandenburg)
Morgen �  hectares � . acres.

. One German mile �  English miles.
. The Gebind (Verbind) – space, approximately  feet, between upright

timbers by which buildings were measured.

HOLLOW AND LIQUID MEASURES, AND WEIGHTS

. The Brandenburg bushel (Scheffel ) approximated . modern Anglo-
American bushels and varied in weight by grain type and in volume
(slightly) by region. Modern equivalents of eighteenth-century
weights of the Berlin bushel of grain (similar or identical to that in
use at Stavenow) were: rye: – kilograms (– lbs); barley:
– kg (– lbs); oats: – kg (– lbs). The bushel in use at
Berlin markets retained virtually constant size in the years
–. After the metric system’s  adoption, the previously
prevailing Berlin bushel yielded to the “new bushel’’ with a hollow
volume of  liters or . hectoliters; the earlier bushel held
 liters.

. Wagonloads, measured in Fuder: normatively,  Fuder � ca. 
Prussian hundredweights (Zentner);  Zentner �  German lbs
(Pfund) � . kilograms ( lbs). The wider “manorial wagonload’’
carried a load (Knechtsfuder) twice as heavy as that borne by the
narrower “villagers’ wagonload’’ (Bauernfuder).

. The stone weight (Stein), measuring especially wool: the heavy stone
weighed  German or English pounds, the light stone half as
much.

.  quart � . liter;  liter � . US liquid quarts;  barrel (Tonne)
�  quarts �  liters �  US quarts or  gallons; Oxschaft

(High German: Oxhaupt/Oxhoft) � oxhead � (anno ) 
quarts.
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